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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an emerg-
ing technology that reduces cost and brings flexibility in the
provisioning of services. NFV-based networks are expected to
be able to provide carrier-grade services, which require high
availability. One of the challenges for achieving high availability
is that the commodity servers used in NFV are more error prone
than the purpose-built hardware. The “de-facto” technique for
fault tolerance is redundancy. However, unless planned carefully,
structural dependencies among network nodes could result in
correlated node unavailabilities that undermine the effect of
redundancy. In this paper, we address the challenge of devel-
oping a redundancy resource allocation scheme that takes into
account correlated unavailabilities caused by network structural
dependencies. The proposed scheme consist of two parts. In the
first part, we propose an algorithm to identify nodes that can
be highly affected by a node failure because of their network
structural dependency with this node. The algorithm analyzes
such dependencies using a recently proposed centrality measure
called dependency index. In the second part, a redundancy
resource allocation scheme that places backup network functions
on nodes considering their dependency nature and assigns the
instances to flows optimally is proposed. The results show that
not considering the network structural dependency in backup
placement may significantly affect the service availability to flows.
The results also give insights into the trade-off between cost and
performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Middleboxes or Network Functions (NFs) are widely uti-
lized for various purposes such as improving security and
network performance. The traditional approach of having a
dedicated purpose-built hardware per NF has been shown to be
inefficient and expensive [1]. Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) alters this inflexible architecture by decoupling the
software of NFs from the hardware and run the NFs on
virtualized environment such as virtual machines (VMs) or
containers. NF instances can then be created on the fly
depending on the traffic and the network state [2]. The VMs
and containers of the NFs are usually hosted on commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, which are comparatively less
expensive than the purpose-built hardware. A service in NFV
is typically composed of a set of NFs that are chained in some
specific order, also known as service function chaining.

Carrier-grade services such as telecommunication services
require high-level of availability reaching five-nines (99.999%)
or more [3] [4]. Achieving this level of availability in NFV
networks is challenging due to a number of reasons including:
lower dependability of COTS servers, correlated failures or
unavailabilities, and state management:

COTS availability: Legacy telecommunication networks
have achieved carrier-grade service availability by using
purpose-built hardware. In NFV, the purpose-built hardware

is replaced by COTS hardware, which is usually more error-
prone [4]. To achieve the same level of availability using
COTS, NFV needs to build the resilience into software [5].

Correlated failures / unavailabilities: Although most liter-
atures assume that failures are independent, correlated failures
or unavailabilities are often common in real systems [6],
[7]. For example, the failure of a node may result in the
unavailability of other nodes because of their structural depen-
dencies on this node [8]. The de-facto technique for boosting
availability is redundancy. However, redundancy may become
ineffective due to correlated failures or unavailabilities.

State management: A large number of NFs such as Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI) and Network Address Translator
(NAT) are stateful. Stateful NFs preserve service states, such
as, TCP connection state and the mapping between IP ad-
dresses about ongoing connections [9]. Typically, NFs need to
maintain 10-100s of state variables that are per-flow or shared
across flows [10]. Backup instances of stateful NFs need to
have updated state information to ensure successful failover
and service continuity [11], [12].

In this paper, we make a step forward towards carrier-
grade service provisioning in NFV, by proposing a novel
redundancy resource allocation scheme where two crucial
challenges are addressed. (1) One challenge is how to factor
the inherent network structural dependency among nodes into
redundancy resource allocation. (2) The other challenge is how
to efficiently place and allocate backup instances for service
chain of flows.

To tackle the first challenge, an algorithm that measures
the dependency among network nodes and identifies nodes
that have a high-level of structural correlation is proposed.
The dependency among nodes of a network is quantified by
using a centrality measure called node dependency index [13].
Here, there is an intuition, which is, a backup NF should not
be placed at a node that may also become unavailable when
the primary NF’s node fails. For the second challenge, an
optimization model that aims to efficiently place redundant
NFs and assign backup NFs to service chains of flows is
proposed. In this model, flows are assigned backup instances
following the 1 : m active-standby redundancy mode, with
which, every flow can tolerate the failure of any one of the
NF instances on the NF chain [11]. In addition, following
the intuition, redundant instances are not placed on backup
nodes that are structurally correlated with the primary nodes.
Furthermore, to efficiently utilize resources, backup NFs are
shared by flows and only the required number of instances are
created.

Most of the existing works on redundancy allocation in NFV



based networks focus on providing two-nines or three-nines
service availability [14], [15]. only a few consider carrier-grade
service availability [16], [17]. Both [16] and [17] allocate
only on-site redundancies. However, to guarantee carrier-
grade service availability it is important to also have backups
distributed geographically [4]. In addition, [17] considers only
the failure of the physical nodes while not the NF applications
and assumes that all nodes have the same availability, and [16]
focuses on the failure of VMs assuming similar availability and
failure independence between VMs.

Our proposed scheme differs from the existing works in
a number of ways. First, our scheme considers the effect of
network structural dependency. Second, it takes into account
both physical hardware failures and NF software failures with
different availability values. Third, it can be used to allocate
both on-site and off-site backups in an optimal way. Moreover,
in our proposed scheme, in addition to availability, delay
performance is also taken into consideration, such that the
delay that flows experience after failover can be kept within
the requirement of the flows.

The specific contributions in this paper include:
• An algorithm that identifies the set of nodes that have

strong structural correlation using a centrality measure
called node dependency index.

• A redundancy allocation scheme that finds the optimal
number and placement of backup nodes and NF instances
and assigns the instances to flows.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
system model is described. Section III discusses in brief
the node dependency index centrality measure. In Section
IV, the algorithm proposed for identifying the nodes that
have high-level of structural correlation is explained. The
proposed redundancy allocation scheme is presented in Section
V, followed by the results in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
presents the concluding remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system considered is a network of nodes and links and
is represented as a graph G(N ,L), where N denotes the set
of nodes and L represents the set of links. Nodes hosting NFs
that are being utilized by the primary service chains of flows
are called primary nodes. Nodes that can be used for backup
are called backup nodes. B denotes the set of backup nodes
and P the set of primary nodes. Backup NFs are hosted on
backup nodes.

A node hosting backup instances can be a shared or ded-
icated backup node. A shared backup node is a node that is
being used both as a primary and backup node. This type
of nodes reserve some resources to be used as backup while
hosting NFs that are utilized by the primary service chains.
Dedicated backup nodes are nodes that are used only to host
backup instances.

Each flow f has a source and destination node pair,
which are respectively denoted as sf and df . The service
required by flow f is represented by a service chain,

−→
S f =

(S1
f , S

2
f . . . S

gf
f ). The service chain is an ordered series of

network functions, where S1
f is the first NF, S2

f is the second
NF needed and so on. It is assumed that a flow is already
assigned a primary service chain. The variable pf,g indicates
the primary node p that is serving flow f ’s gth service. A
backup instance of a type v NF requires kv number of cores
and can be a backup to up to Cb

v number of flows, where b is
backup host node of NF type v instance. For each flow f , there
is an availability requirement on its service

−→
S f , denoted as

Af . A service
−→
S f is considered available if either the primary

or one of the backup service chains is available.

III. STRUCTURAL DEPENDENCY MEASURES

The node dependency index DI(i|n) measures the average
level of dependency node i has on node n in connecting with
the other nodes of the network [13]. DI(i|n) is calculated from
the path dependency index DI(i→ j|n), which measures the
dependency the path between nodes i and j has on node n.
DI(i→ j|n) is defined as:

DI(i→ j|n) ≡

{
Iij − I−nij if A−nij = 1

1 if A−nij = 0,
(1)

where Iij is an information measure, which is equal to the
inverse of the shortest path distance hop counts, denoted as dij ,
between nodes i and j, i.e. Iij = 1/dij . I−nij is the information
measure between nodes i and j after the deactivation of node
n. The binary variable A−nij measures the availability: A−nij =
1 if node i can reach node j after the deactivation of node n
and zero otherwise. The node dependency index is defined as:

DI(i|n) = 1

N − 1

∑
j∈N−n/i 6=j

DI(i→ j|n). (2)

DI(i|n) measures the average dependency that node i has
on node n. DI(i|n) = 1 if node i cannot connect with the
other nodes, DI(i|n) = 0 if node i does not experience
any connectivity problem and 0 < DI(i|n) < 1, if node i
experiences connectivity problem but is still able to connect
to at least one other node, after the failure of node n.

IV. STRUCTURALLY CORRELATED NODES

While failure independence is commonly assumed when
studying availability, recent studies have demonstrated the
existence of correlated failures and the pronounced effect of
geographical adjacency [7] [18], [19]. Nevertheless, it has
also been recognized that it is difficult to discover or predict
dependencies among failures [6], [7] [18], [19]. To tackle this
challenge, in this section, a novel approach is proposed to
identify nodes that are inherently correlated due to the network
structure. This information lays a foundation for the proposed
redundancy allocation scheme that will be detailed in Section
V.



A. Algorithm

The failure of a node may result in the unavailability of
other nodes. For example, in a data-center network, the failure
of a Top-of-Rack switch will result in the unavailability of all
the servers located in the same rack. The proposed algorithm
uses the node dependency index to measure the dependency
among nodes and identify the nodes that have high structural
correlation. From the definition of the node dependency index,
if node i has high-level of dependency on node n, the failure
of node n might result in the unavailability of node i.

Definition 1: Critical nodes of node i, denoted as C(i), are
nodes that node i is highly dependent on, where node i is said
to be highly dependent on node n if DI(i|n) is above a given
threshold tDI ,

C(i) = {n|DI(i|n) > tDI , n ∈ N}. (3)

If C(i) is empty, node i is independent of the other nodes of
the network so has no critical node. For example, in a fully
mesh network, all nodes are independent of each other as the
failure of one does not affect the connectivity of the others.

To find the set of nodes that have strong structural corre-
lation with a primary node i, some intuitive observations are
used which include:

First-level dependency

• Node i has a high probability of experiencing a correlated
failure with its critical nodes in C(i) as the failure of these
nodes might lead to the unavailability of node i. Thus,
node i should not use the nodes in C(i) as a backup.

• Node i should not also use as a backup those nodes that
depend on it highly. Since the failure of node i might
also result in the unavailability of these nodes.

In brief, a primary node i and its backup nodes should not
depend on each other. This can be regarded as the first-level
dependency among nodes.

Second-level dependency

• Node i should not use as a backup nodes that depend
heavily on its critical node. This is because if the un-
availability of node i is due to the failure of its critical
node, the other nodes that depend heavily on the critical
node might also be unavailable.

The algorithm for finding a set of nodes, B̂i, which are
structurally correlated with a primary node i is shown in
Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts by finding the critical nodes
of a primary node. The critical nodes of node i, C(i), are
inserted into the set B̂i. Then, nodes that have a high-level
of dependency on node i are included to the set B̂i (line 9).
For the second-level dependency, all the nodes that are highly
dependent on the critical nodes of node i will be included
to B̂i. The threshold, tDI , should be assigned values that are
between zero and one. If it is set to a very low value that
is close to zero, the set C(i) will include a large number of
network nodes. Therefore, it should be assigned a relatively
large or medium values such as 0.5.

Algorithm 1 Heuristic for finding structurally correlated nodes

1: G(N ,L)→ the network graph.
2: B̂i → set of nodes that are structurally correlated with

node i.
3: tDI → threshold for high dependency
4: for i ∈ N do
5: Find C(i) using tDI

6: Insert C(i) to B̂i
7: for j ∈ N /i do
8: if i ∈ C(j) then
9: Insert j to B̂i

10: if j ∈ C(i) then
11: for k ∈ N /i do
12: if j ∈ C(k) then
13: Insert k to B̂i
14: return B̂i

V. REDUNDANCY ALLOCATION SCHEME

Some of the features considered in the design of the
redundancy allocation scheme include:
• Correlated failures: To tolerate correlated failures caused

by network structural dependency, backup NFs of a flow
are not placed on nodes that are structurally correlated
with the primary nodes of the flow.

• State: Stateful NFs can have states that are per-flow
or shared across flows. Flows using the same primary
stateful NF instance will be assigned to the same backup
instance since they rely on a state shared among them.

• Delay vs utilization: To efficiently use network resources,
minimal number of backup instances are created. How-
ever, this can increase the end-to-end backup chain delay
of flows. To solve this problem, the scheme finds a
balance between minimizing the backup chain delay,
which is the delay flows will experience after failover,
and the resource utilization.

A. Formulation: All-One

The first model considered is the All-One model in which
all the services of a chain are assigned one backup that is a
1:1 active-standby mode. It is assumed that one backup node
will be used to backup all the NFs of a flow, later on this
assumption will be relaxed. The redundancy allocation is then
formulated as an Integer Linear Program (ILP).

The redundancy allocation has three main objectives: (I) to
minimize the number of backup instances created, (equation
(4)), (II) to minimize the number of backup nodes used,
(equation (5)), and (III) to minimize the backup chain delay,
(equation (6)).

minimize
∑
∀b∀v

zbv (4)

minimize
∑
∀b

qb (5)

minimize
∑
∀b∀f

(D(sf , b)i
b
f +D(b, df )i

b
f ) (6)



The weighted sum method is used to combine the three
objective functions into one by using equal unit weights. For
positive weights, the optimal solution of the single-objective
representation is also a Pareto optimal solution of the multi-
objective problem [20]. The All-One optimization model is
given us:

All-One:

min.
∑
∀b∀v

zbv +
∑
∀b

qb +
∑
∀b∀f

(D(sf , b)i
b
f +D(b, df )i

b
f ). (7)

s.t.

1− (1−
∑
∀b

ibfA
b

gf∏
g=1,v=Sg

f

Av)(1−Ap
sf
) ≥ Af

,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af (8a)∑
∀f,∀g/Sg

f=v

ybf,g ≤ Cb
v ,∀b, v (8b)

∑
∀v

zbvkv ≤ Kb ,∀b (8c)

ybf,g = 0, ,∀f, g ∈ {1..gf},∀b ∈ B̂p/p ∈ Pf (8d)

ybf,g = ybf ′,g′ ,∀f, f ′ ∈ F/pf,g = pf ′,g′ ,

Sg
f = Sg′

f ′ , T (S
g
f ) = 1,∀b, g, g′ (8e)∑

∀b

ybf,g = 1 ,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af , g ∈ {1..gf} (8f)∑
∀b

ibf = 1 ,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af (8g)

ybf,g ≤ zbv ,∀b, f, g ∈ {1..gf}, v = Sg
f (8h)

qb = max
v∈V

zbv ,∀b (8i)

ibf = ybf,g ,∀f, b, g ∈ {1..gf} (8j)

The constraints are classified into five group, which are
availability, capacity, correlated failure, state and assignment
constraints. Constraint (8a) belongs to the availability group
and ensures that flows’ availability requirement is fulfilled
by the primary and backup NFs assigned. Constraints (8b)
and (8c) are capacity constraints for the backup NF instances
and backup nodes respectively. For each flow, constraint (8d)
prohibits the usage of backup nodes that have high structural
correlation with the primary nodes of the flow. Constraint (8e)
is a state constraint, which makes sure that flows using the
same primary instance of a stateful NF are assigned to the
same backup instance.

The other constraints belong to the assignment group. All
the services of a flow have a backup (constraint (8f)) and
only one backup node hosts all the backup NFs of a flow
(constraint (8g)). A flow is mapped to a backup instance on
a given backup node only if the node is hosting the NF type
(Constraint (8h)). Constraint (8i) identifies backup nodes that
are hosting instances. A flow is assigned to a backup node only
if it is using backup instance hosted on the node (Constraint
(8j)).

TABLE I: Symbols used in formulation

Notation Meaning

Kb the number of cores available on backup
node b.

D(p, b) the delay between nodes p and b.

Ab the probability that backup node b is avail-
able.

B̂p set of backup nodes that have high structural
correlation with node p.

kv the number of cores needed to instantiate
NF type v.

T (v) binary variable to show if NF type v is
stateful (T (v) = 1) or not (T (v) = 0).

Cb
v the maximum number of flows that an in-

stance of NF type v hosted on node b can
be a backup to.

Av the probability that the application software
of a network function of type v is available.

F the set of flows.

Af the availability requirement of flow f .

sf , df source and destination nodes of flow f
respectively.

−→
S f = (S1

f , S
2
f . . . S

gf
f ) service chain of flow f .

Ap
sf the availability of the primary service chain

of flow f .

Pf the set of primary nodes used by flow f .

pf,g primary node p used by flow f ’s gth ser-
vice.

Decision variables

ybf,g a binary decision variable, to indicate if
backup node b is used as a backup for flow
f ’s gth service.

zbv an integer decision variable to indicate the
number of backup instances of NF type v
hosted on backup node b.

ibf a binary variable that indicates if backup
node b is used by flow f or not.

qb a binary variable to indicate if backup node
b is hosting backup NF instances.

B. Formulation: All-Any

The “All-One” ILP model given above uses one backup
node to backup all the NFs of a flow. This constraint is relaxed
so that a flow can use one or more backup nodes. This model
will be referred as “All-Any” since all of the services of a
flow are backed up and a flow can use any number of backup
nodes. The objective function for minimizing the backup chain
delay needs to be modified as

All-Any:

minimize
∑
∀b∀f

(D(sf , b)y
b
f,1 +D(b, df )y

b
f,gf

+

gf−1∑
∀b′∈B,g=1

D(b, b
′
)ybf,gy

b
′

f,g+1). (9)

Since a flow might use more than one backup node, the backup
chain delay will include the delay between the backup nodes.
All the constraints except three (8a, 8g and 8j) of the All-
One model will also be included in the All-Any model. The



three constraints will be replaced by constraints (10, 11 and
12) respectively.

1− (1−
∏
∀b

max(1− ibf , i
b
fA

b

gk∏
g=1

max(1− ybf,g, y
b
f,gAv)))

(1−Ap
sf
) ≥ Af ∀f : Ap

sf
< Af (10)

∑
∀b

ibf ≥ 1 ∀f : Ap
sf

< Af (11)

ibf = max
g

(ybf,g) ∀b,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af (12)

Constraint (10) guarantees that the availability requirement of
flows is satisfied by the primary and backup instances, which
might be hosted on different backup nodes. One or more
backup nodes are assigned to a flow (constraints (11)). A flow
is assigned a backup node provided that it is using atleast one
backup instance hosted on the node (constraint (12)). This
model is an Integer Non-linear Program (INLP) because of
the non linearity of equation (10). To decrease the complexity
of the model, the non-linear constraint is approximated by a
linear equation.

1) Linear approximation: The availability constraint is
approximated by a linear lower bound function.

Theorem 1. The probability that all E entities of a set E will
be available is lower bounded by 1−

∑E
e=1 Ue, where every

entity e ∈ E fails independently with probability Ae and Ue

is the unavailability of entity e.

Proof: The probability that all the E entities will be
available (At) is a product of the availability of each of them.
That is

At =

E∏
e=1

Ae. (13)

By definition, the availability of entity e, Ae = 1−Ue, where
Ue is the unavailability of e. Thus,

At =

E∏
e=1

(1− Ue). (14)

By expanding the product,
E∏

e=1

(1− Ue) = 1−
E∑

e=1

Ue +

E−1∑
e=1

UeUe+1 + o(n), (15)

where o(n) represents the higher order terms. Usually, unavail-
ability U << 1 so the product and the higher order terms can
be ignored. We will then have

E∏
e=1

(1− Ue) ≥ 1−
E∑
i=1

Ue. (16)

As a result,

At ≥ 1−
E∑

e=1

Ue, (17)

which concludes the proof.
For example, if there are two entities with availability

A1 = 0.9 and A2 = 0.99, then At = 0.891. Using the linear

approximation, U1 = 0.1, U2 = 0.01, so At = 0.89. Thus, the
linear approximation is a lower bound to the actual availability
value. Applying this linear approximation, equation (10) can
be approximated by:

1− (1− (1−
∑
∀b

ibf (U
b +

gk∑
g=1

ybf,gUv)))(1−Ap
sf
)

≥ Af ,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af , (18)

where U b and Uv are the unavailabilities of backup node b and
backup NF v respectively. The lower bound approximation
is conservative so flows availability requirement will not be
violated. Equation (18) is not linear since it has a term that is
a product of two variables, ibf and ybf,g . Let variable rbf,g =

ibfy
b
f,g,

1− (1− (1−
∑
∀b

ibfU
b −

∑
∀b

gk∑
g=1

rbf,gUv))(1−Ap
sf
)

≥ Af ,∀f : Ap
sf

< Af . (19)

Equation (19) is a linear equation of the variables ibf and
rbf,g. Thus, the non-linear inequality constraint in equation
(10), can be substituted by equation (19) and the constraint
rbf,g = ibfy

b
f,g. However, since the variables ibf and ybf,g are

binary, their product can easily be linearized by substituting it
with the following linear equations,

rbf,g <= ibf

rbf,g <= ybf,g

rbf,g >= ibf + ybf,g − 1. (20)

Thus, the equivalent ILP model of the All-Any model will have
constraints (19) and (20) instead of the non-linear availability
constraint and all the other linear constraints of the All-Any
INLP model.

C. Allocating more than one backup chain

The All-One and All-Any models assign one backup for
each of the NFs of a flow’s service chain. However, to guar-
antee the high availability of carrier-grade services, it might
be necessary to allocate more than one backup chain. The
following simple example is used to showcase this. Consider
a flow that has two services long chain. The primary chain of
the flow is 90% available and the flow requires to be 99.999%
available. The backup nodes and NF applications are 99%
and 99.9% available respectively. Thus, after being allocated
backup instances that are hosted on the same backup node,
the flow will only be 99.88% (2’9s) available. Thus, a second
backup chain is needed to reach the required 99.999% (5’9s)
availability.

Algorithm for assigning more than one backup chain:
Backup instances are to be allocated for a set (F) of flows.
The proposed models assign one backup chain. More than
one backup chains are allocated to a flow sequentially one
after the other. That is the first backup chain is allocated and



Fig. 1: GEANT network: Example of structurally correlated nodes

if the availability requirement of the flow is not satisfied then
the second backup chain is assigned and so on. One problem
with using the models directly for assigning backup chains
sequentially is that if the availability requirement of a flow
f ∈ F cannot be satisfied by one backup chain, the models
will be infeasible. To solve this issue, for all of the flows in
the set, it is checked whether their availability requirement can
be satisfied while being assigned to the least available backup
node. If not, the availability requirement of the flow will be
downgraded to the next availability class, e.g., from 99.999%
to 99.99% or from 99.99% to 99.9%. The original availability
requirement of the flow is saved and the flow will be marked
as a flow that might need more than one backup.

Then, the first backup chain will be allocated by using the
models. The state of the network (including the placement of
backup instances and their capacity) will then be updated. If
the availability requirement of a flow is not satisfied by the first
backup chain, then the same process will be used to allocate
the second backup chain. Two variables are introduced to
transfer the state of the network between the different rounds
of backup chain allocations. These are oZb

v , the number of
backup instances of type v already created on node b, and
oCb

v , the currently available capacity of an existing instance
of type v hosted on node b. For this algorithm, in the models
zbv will be replaced by zbv + oZb

v and Cb
v will be replaced by

Cb
v + oCb

v . This is done to be able to use instances created
previously in the current round of the backup allocation.

In case it is not possible to allocate backups due to shortage
of resources, flows will be rejected. Resource shortage can
occur at any round of the backup chains assignment. For
example, when a flow is allocated a second backup chain.
In this case, the flow has already been assigned one backup
chain. However, the availability requirement of the flow is not
yet satisfied. In cases like this, the flow will be rejected and
the resources already assigned to it will be released to be used
by other flows.

VI. RESULTSThe performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed by
conducting a number of experiments. The models are solved
by using a commercial solver, CPLEX, together with Matlab
for transferring updated network state information between
different rounds. The GEANT network, Fig. 1, which is the
pan-European research and education network, is used as a
test network topology [21].
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Fig. 2: Effect of not considering structural correlation: CDF of the unavailability

Eight nodes of the network are chosen to be the
ingress/egress nodes. The ingress/egress nodes are a bottleneck
for achieving high availability since the failure of one of them
leads to service unavailability for customers using it. To avoid
this, these nodes are paired to provide “dual homing”, whereby
one node is a backup for the other and vice versa. Twenty-
two nodes of the network are assumed to be backup nodes
(in shared or dedicated mode). Each backup node has 4 CPU
cores to be used by the backup instances it hosts. The rest
of the nodes are dedicated primary nodes. The availability
of the nodes is assumed to be uniformly distributed between
0.99 − 0.999, whereas NF instances have an availability
between 0.999− 0.9999 and an NF instance can be a backup
for up to 10 flows.

Flows are assumed to require a service chain that is com-
posed of two NFs. NFs of a chain are randomly chosen out of
the set of five services, which are Firewall, DPI, IDS, Proxy,
NAT. Flows are assigned primary chains by using ClusPR
algorithm [2]. The availability requirement of a flow is selected
from the set {0.999, 0.9999, 0.99999}.

A. Structurally correlated nodes

Example of nodes that have high structural correlation,
which are identified by the proposed algorithm are highlighted
in Fig. 1. Nodes 2-4 have a high probability of experiencing a
correlated failure with node 5 due to their dependencies. This
is because, the failure of node 5 will lead to the unavailability
of these nodes as well.

1) Effect of not considering structural correlation: In this
section, a simple experiment is carried out to showcase the
effect of not considering the structural correlation among
nodes in the backup instance placement decision making. The
baseline algorithm from [16] is used to decide the number of
backup instances needed. It is assumed that the availability of
a node is 0.999 (3’9s). According to the baseline algorithm,
theoretically, one backup for each of the NFs is enough to
meet the 99.999% availability requirement of a single service
function chain containing two NFs. The primary and backup
NF host nodes of a chain are randomly chosen from the
network. When structural correlation is considered, the backup
nodes of a chain will not have strong correlation with the
primary nodes.

The availability of 100 flows is measured by conducting ten
million simulation runs. In each simulation run, the state of
each node, i.e., failed (0) or up (1), is randomly generated
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Fig. 3: Number of backup NF instances and nodes utilized for acheiving different availability requirements
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from Bernoulli distribution using the node’s availability. The
network is then updated considering the nodes state. Finally,
the availability of the backup and primary chains is checked
by verifying the availability of the host nodes of the chain’s
NFs and the path between them. The chain is said to available
if either the primary or backup chain is available. A CDF
of the unavailability of the 100 flows is shown in Fig. 2.
When structural correlation is not considered around 10% of
the flows have low availability, 3’9s and 2’9s.

B. Resource utilization

The number of backup instances created and nodes utilized
for fulfilling the availability requirements of 200 flows for
different availability requirements are shown in Fig. 3a and
3b respectively.

When the flows have 99.9% availability requirement, 42
backup instances are created and 11 backup nodes are used
to host the instances by both All-Any and All-One models.
The availability requirement of all of the flows is able to be
fulfilled with 1:1 active-standby backup for each of the NFs
of a chain. When the availability requirement of the flows
increases to 99.99%, 49 backup instances are created by the
All-Any model and 59 by the All-One model. For some of
the flows, 1:1 active-standby was not enough to reach to the
required availability therefore, a 1:2 active-standby, where one
NF of a chain has two backup instances, is required. As a
result, more backup instances are created. When comparing
the two models, the All-One model created more instances

than the All-Any model. This is because of the All-One
model’s constraint that forces a flow to use backup instances
hosted only on the same node. For achieving 5’9s (99.999%)
availability, most of the flows need 1:2 backup protection.

C. Effect of the type of backup nodes

In this section, the effect of using highly available COTS
servers versus COTS with lower availability, referred to as
“High-end” and “Low-end” respectively is analyzed. The
“High-end” servers are assumed to be 99.9% available and
the “Low-end’ servers 99% available. The relative importance
between the cost of installation of host server hardware and
the cost of installation of the network function software license
is chosen to be 100:10 for “Low-end” servers as in [22]. For
the “High-end” servers, the cost is 200:10 if the “High-end”
servers are twice (2×) more expensive, and 300:10 if they are
3× more expensive compared to the “Low-end”.

Figure 4a and 4b show the number of backup instances
created, nodes utilized and the total cost for fulfilling 99.999%
availability requirement of different number of flows. For
the “Low-end” servers, 1:2 backup have to be applied to
reach the 5’9s requirement. Using the “High-end” servers,
the availability requirement is fulfilled with 1:1 active-standby
redundancy. Therefore, fewer backup instances are created
when using “High-end” servers. However, the “High-end”
servers are more expensive than the “Low-end” servers. The
total cost spent for fulfilling the availability requirement of
the flows depends on the relative cost of the servers. It is



TABLE II: Effect of including delay in the objective function

Objective Average
delay (hops)

Worst-case
delay (hops)

# Backup
instances

Without delay 4.68 12 12

With delay 0.44 2 15

more economical to use “High-end” servers if their cost is
not more than 2× the cost of the “Low-end” servers. If the
cost of installation of the “High-end” servers is 3× or more
compared to the “Low-end” servers, the total cost spent will
be more than that spent using the “Low-end” servers.

Figure 4c shows the total cost for serving 200 flows
when their availability requirement changes. The 1:1 active-
standby protection is enough for meeting the 99.9% avail-
ability requirement. Thus, it is economical to use the “Low-
end” servers. For both 99.99% and 99.999%, if the “High-
end” servers are 2× more expensive or less, then it is more
economical to use the “High-end” servers.

D. Effect of minimizing the backup chain delay

The backup chain delay, in terms of number of hops,
observed when the objective includes minimizing the end-to-
end delay and the amount of resources used is compared with
the case when the objective is only to minimize the resources
used (i.e., instances created and nodes utilized).

Table II shows the results of the comparison for 50 flows
that have 99.9% availability requirement. When the objective
is to minimize the resource utilization, 12 instances are cre-
ated. Compared to the primary chain, the backup chain delay
is 4.68 hops longer on average. In the worst case, a flow’s
backup chain is 12 hops longer than its primary one. When
the objective function is to minimize both the total backup
chain delay and the resource utilization, the average backup
chain delay is only 0.44 hop counts longer and the worst-
case observed delay is 2 hops longer. In this case, 15 backup
instances are created.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a redundancy resource allocation scheme
that tolerates correlated failures caused by network structural
dependency is proposed. The scheme identifies the sets of
nodes that have strong structural correlation using a novel al-
gorithm that is based on the node dependency index centrality
measure. The experimental results demonstrate that not taking
into account the structural correlation among nodes in backup
instances placement decision making considerably affects the
availability of flows. The results also give insights into the
trade-off between cost and system performance.
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